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Commercial Solar Lighting Solutions

 

Redefining outdoor lighting. 

 

From pathways to freeways, we reshape cityscapes with sustainable lighting. 






Who are you?
Municipalities
Utilities
Developers
Commercial Properties
ESCOs
Native American Tribes
Federal & Military
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ODOT’s Journey to Safer Roads with Sol 


Streets and roadways Kansas, Oklahoma EverGen M The Oklahoma Department of Transportation’s Devotion to Safety with Solar Lighting The Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) discovered a problem when they decided to convert a historically dangerous two-way stop into a safer, more efficient roundabout. Budgetary constraints prohibited the organization from […]




Learn more 

All our featured news 
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Sol designs new solar lighting for Florida lake trail 


Overview Sol’s solar lighting was recently added to Wellen Park Trail in Sarasota County, Florida. The project incorporates 77 iSSL+ all-in-one systems designed by Sol to provide environmentally friendly illumination for the walkway and nature trail in this new residential community. Sol’s lighting systems were specifically designed to be energy-efficient, low maintenance, […]




Learn more 
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Sunna Design Lights the Way: Achieving New Milestones in 2023 


In 2023, Sunna Design, the leader in connected solar lighting, has continued its remarkable journey, surpassing key milestones and advancing its strategic plan. Advancements with partnerships in North America and in Africa are propelling the Sunna Design Group forward. The team met […]
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All our featured news 
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Sol exhibited at Light Fair 2023 


North America’s Leading Solar Lighting Brand Showcases Cutting-Edge Solutions for Sustainable Outdoor Illumination Sol by Sunna Design, the premier solar lighting brand in North America, lit up the stage at LightFair 2023, held in the heart of New York City. Sol by Sunna Design at LightFair 2023, New York […]
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Sol partners with Canada’s largest renewable energy distributer 


Sol Partners with Canada’s Largest Renewable Energy Distributer Victoria – Canada, April 25th, 2022 – SOL is pleased to announce its distribution partnership with GUILLEVIN GREENTECH –, a leader in energy transition with Canada. Victoria, BC, Canada Partnership with Guillevin Greentech As a division of Guillevin, Guillevin Greentech was formed […]
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All our featured news 






























+150 000

Solutions deployed worldwide











150

Partners worldwide











60

Countries











+15 000 000

People impacted
















Applications

 

Reliable solar lighting, suitable for any application ready for your lighting needs. As the North American leader in solar lighting, we provide lighting for roadways & streets, parks & pathways, parking lots, perimeter & security, and general area lighting. Our 30-year model is bringing you the most reliable and comprehensive range of solar-powers outdoor LED lighting products in the industry. Our preferred commercial light is delivered to you in a smart solar package.
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01

Roads and streets
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Parking lots
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Security and Perimeter
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Parks and pathways




















Our product range











The EverGen® range is custom-sized to fit every application and location. The EverGen M Series is a  robust solar outdoor lighting system  with the durability and quality Sol is known for. 








iSSL® is the  world’s most reliable all-in-one solar lighting solution  and the result of 10 years of research and development. 








The UP® series is a unique all-in-two solar light that delivers unrivaled performances in every environment, optimizing solar energy collection in any condition. 








Our Retrofit kits are made up of  high-quality components to ensure that your lighting retrofit project will be  durable and long-lasting with an updated warranty. Our team is committed to quick deployment and upgrading your lighting with the latest technology. 
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Clients who trust us
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The gold standard of solar lighting 

 

Choosing Sol by Sunna Design means partnering with a team of solar lighting experts who are dedicated to your success. We’ve got you covered on everything from creating the perfect lighting design to navigating the financing process and offering state-of-the-art remote cloud-based monitoring.

 

Discover our solar lighting services


















Learn about solar lighting 

 

Solar lighting technology evolves so fast that keeping up with the latest innovation can be challenging.

 

We have more than 30 years of solar lighting expertise and are here to help you distinguish the best from the rest. We want you to understand the fundamental and intricate details of commercial solar lighting. The articles below will help keep you updated with the latest trends and best practices in the industry.

















Leveraging the Safe Streets and Roads for All (SS4A) Grant for Solar Lighting 


















Playgrounds After Dark: How Sol Can Ensure Safer, Brighter Nights 


















Illuminating the Way: Optimal Lighting for Boat Launches 








Tout savoir
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Our success stories




ODOT’s Journey to Safer Roads with Sol 


Streets and roadways Kansas, Oklahoma EverGen M The Oklahoma Department of Transportation’s Devotion to Safety with Solar Lighting The Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) discovered a problem when they decided to convert a historically dangerous two-way stop into a safer, more efficient roundabout. Budgetary constraints prohibited the organization from […]




Learn more 

All our case studies 
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Our success stories




Sol designs new solar lighting for Florida lake trail 


Overview Sol’s solar lighting was recently added to Wellen Park Trail in Sarasota County, Florida. The project incorporates 77 iSSL+ all-in-one systems designed by Sol to provide environmentally friendly illumination for the walkway and nature trail in this new residential community. Sol’s lighting systems were specifically designed to be energy-efficient, low maintenance, […]




Learn more 

All our case studies 
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Our success stories




Sol Illuminates Desert Pathway for The Health Futures Center in Phoenix, Arizona 


Arizona State University and the Mayo Clinic have recently partnered to create The Health Futures Center. This move represents the latest collaboration in a nearly two-decade-long partnership between the two organizations. The Health Futures Center is located off-campus and beside the […]




Learn more 

All our case studies 
























Our installations around the world







All 

North America 

South America 

Africa 

Europe 

Asia 
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ODOT’s Journey to Safer Roads with Sol

Mayo Clinic, Scottsdale, AZ, USA
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Sol designs new solar lighting for Florida lake trail

Mayo Clinic, Scottsdale, AZ, USA
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Sol Illuminates Desert Pathway for The Health Futures Center in Phoenix, Arizona

Mayo Clinic, Scottsdale, AZ, USA
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Sol Improves Lighting in Washington Village Replacement Project

Norwalk, Connecticut, USA
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Sol Brings The Ruth J. Fleming Trail at Woodland Terrace Park to Light

Tampa, FL, USA
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Sol Partners with the City of Madera and ENGIE for a More Energy-Efficient City

Madera, California, USA
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SOL lights up the Whittier Greenway Trail

Whittier, CA, USA
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“America’s Hometown” chooses SOL’s EverGen

Plymouth, MA, USA
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EverGen Lights Inspire Additional Sustainable Solutions in West Virginia

West Virginia, USA
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Hayground School – Bridgehampton, New York

Bridgehampton, NY, USA
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Sol designs three new solar street lighting projects in Florida

Clermont, FL, USA
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Sustainable Perimeter Lighting for Canada’s Largest Solar Farm: The Ultimate Reliable Lighting Solution

Travers, Alberta, Canada
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Navajo Housing Authority Lights Their Streets with Sol’s Solar Street Lights

Navajo Nation, AZ, USA
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Three Generations of Sol Pathway & Parking Lot Lights Brighten Hayground School

Bridgehampton, NY, USA
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EverGen Parking Lot Lights Inspire Additional Sustainable Solutions in Moorefield, WV
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Dubai Oil Company Invests in Solar Security Lighting

Dubai - United Arab Emirates
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New Urban Park Gets a Bright Boost with Solar Lighting

New York, NY, USA
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Solar Streetlight Project in King City Eliminates Safety Concerns

King City, CA, USA
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Remote Intersection Benefits from Sol’s Solar Street Lighting

Canada
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SOL’s high performance solar LED parking lot lights save US Federal facility money on materials and installation

Canada
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Facility reduces energy consumption by 10 percent with Carmanah’s solar LED parking lot lights

Canada
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Queensland, Australia certifies Carmanah’s solar commercial street lights for its roadway lighting

Canada
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Phoenix, Arizona intersection made safer with solar-powered street lights

Canada
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Sol’s solar commercial park lighting extends Parque Caneguin’s usable hours

Canada
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Government grant finances Kelowna’s solar-powered street and park lighting, helping reduce energy costs

Canada
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California community reduces their carbon footprint with commercial solar street lighting

Canada
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Solar street lighting sets the new standard in Beaumont, California

Canada
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Solar LED Park Lights Help Aurora Avoid Costly Electrical Connections

Canada
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Lighting the way with solar in Queensland

Canada
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Dockside Green Community Illuminated with Solar Area Lighting

Canada
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Inaugural Opening of Sustainable Park in Mexico City Highlights EG300 Series Outdoor Streetlights

Canada
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Los Angeles, California Neighborhood Goes Solar with Carmanah Solar Street Lights

Canada












[image: Monument Valley, United States – September 10, 2015: Highway in Monument Valley, Utah / Arizona, USA – Picture with road and cars driving towards the hills. Photo made during a road trip throughout the western states.]

Arizona Cities Starting to Switch to LED Lighting

Canada
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Dark-sky friendly solar street light installation for Chandler, Arizona, development

Canada
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Solar-powered LED illuminated pathway

Canada
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Solar Pathway Lighting Installed Without Disturbing Riverside Trail

Canada
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New EverGen M Series brings warm light to busy event center parking lot

Canada
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First installation of Sol’s EverGen M Series in Chris Hotts Park, San Jose

Canada
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Sol helps bring solar street light education to Haiti

Canada
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Solar LED lighting cuts down LA bike path vandalism

Canada
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Housing complex fulfills eco-friendly mandate with solar street lights

Canada
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Solar pathway lights keep Thut Park green

Canada
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Solar perimeter lighting brightens security at NAS Fallon

Canada
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Solar LED parking lot lights save California energy facility $1.5 million

Canada
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Sustainable Solar Lighting in Suape Harbor

Canada
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Solar Parking Lot Lights

Canada
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Power generating station saves $2 million with solar powered security lights

Canada
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Solar Landscape Lighting for Student Safety

Canada
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Solar LED Streetlights at Lockheed Martin

Canada
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Solar LED lighting helps park become leader in renewable technology

Canada
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Solar powered street lights make the grade

Canada


















Product Type : 



All 

EverGen 

iSSL 

UP 

Retrofit 
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Be the first to know

 

 

Join our newsletter




Do you have a project ?

 

 

Contact us
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About us

 

Sol by Sunna Design is North America’s leading solar lighting brand, with innovative design and product reliability at is core. Sol offers a cost-efficient and environmentally sustainable solution for every outdoor lighting application.

 

Learn More








Who we are






Join Us 




Become a partner 




Our technology 











Resources






FAQ 









News 




Blog 




Case Studies 











Contact Us

Sol by Sunna Design

990 Biscayne Boulevard, Office 701

Miami, FL 33132

Toll Free 1-800-959-1329 from 8am to 4:30pm PST

Technical Inquiries +1 (772) 286-9462

 

Contact Us

















































Sol by Sunna Design 2024
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